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Abstract Observations of water ice clouds and aerosols on Mars can provide important insights into the
complexity of the water cycle. Recent observations have indicated an important link between dust activity
and the water cycle, as intense dust activity can significantly raise the hygropause, and subsequently
increase the escape of water after dissociation in the upper atmosphere. Here present observations from
Nadir and Occultation for MArs Discovery/Trace Gas Orbiter that investigate the variation of water ice
clouds in the perihelion season of Mars year 34 (April 2018–2019), their diurnal and seasonal behavior, and
the vertical structure and microphysical properties of water ice and dust. These observations reveal the
recurrent presence of a layer of mesospheric water ice clouds subsequent to the 2018 global dust storm.
We show that this layer rose from 45 to 80 km in altitude on a time scale of days from heating in the lower
atmosphere due to the storm. In addition, we demonstrate that there is a strong dawn‐dusk asymmetry in
water ice abundance, related to nighttime nucleation and subsequent daytime sublimation. Water ice
particle sizes are retrieved consistently and exhibit sharp vertical gradients (from 0.1 to 4.0 μm), as well as
mesospheric differences between the global dust storm (<0.5 μm) and the 2019 regional dust storm (1.0 μm),
which suggests differing water ice nucleation efficiencies. These results form the basis to advance our
understanding of mesospheric water ice clouds on Mars, and further constrain the interactions between
water ice and dust in the middle atmosphere.

1. Introduction

Aerosols are an essential component of the atmospheric energy budget of Mars, and their constant presence
significantly effects the climate, radiative equilibrium, and meteorology of the planet (e.g., Haberle et al.,
2017; Heavens et al., 2011; Määttänen et al., 2013; Madeleine et al., 2011; Whiteway et al., 2009). Studying
this aspect of Mars requires knowledge of water ice and dust microphysical properties, spatial distribution,
and temporal variability, which has benefited from observational data from several instruments on various
missions. A comprehensive picture of Martian water ice and dust, and of their temporal and spatial variabil-
ity, was presented in Smith (2004, 2008) using the Thermal Emission Spectrometer on Mars Global Surveyor
(MGS‐TES; Christensen et al., 2001). These results showed that the perihelion season (LS = 180–360) is
relatively warm due to the enhanced solar flux and has pronounced dust activity and limited water ice cloud
column opacities. On the other hand, the aphelion season (LS = 0–180) is generally cooler and has low dust
activity and interannual variability, with the formation of thick water ice clouds within the hygropause in
the tropical region.

Recent work (e.g., Clancy et al., 2019; Guzewich et al., 2014; Guzewich & Smith, 2019; Heavens et al., 2011;
Kleinböhl et al., 2009; Sefton‐Nash et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013; Wolff et al., 2009) constrains the vertical
distribution of water ice and dust using data acquired in limb geometry by the Compact Reconnaissance
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Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM; Murchie et al., 2007), the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS; McCleese
et al., 2007) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), and UV solar occultations by SPICAM
(Spectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Mars; Bertaux et al., 2006;
Montmessin et al., 2017) onMars Express. These data provide substantial evidence for complexity in the ver-
tical distribution of water ice and dust particles, showing that water ice clouds can be found at altitudes up to
80 km during perihelion season, and that dust is infrequently found above 60 km. Moreover, it has been
shown that water ice particles have a vertical gradient in their size distribution (Clancy et al., 2019;
Fedorova et al., 2014), with larger particles (1 to 5 μm) found in the lower atmosphere, and much smaller
particles (0.1 to 0.6 μm) in the mesosphere. CRISM data also suggest that particle size is seasonally depen-
dent (Guzewich & Smith, 2019), which may offer hints about the dynamics and time scale of the processes
that drive cloud formation and transport through the middle atmosphere.

Despite detailed studies that span a range of temporal and spatial coverage, the current description of
Martian water ice and dust is incomplete. Formation mechanisms of ice clouds and interactions with dust
and radiation were initially investigated in the theoretical works of Michelangeli et al. (1993) and Rodin
et al. (1999). Recent works (Heavens et al., 2018; Navarro et al., 2014; Neary et al., 2019) have gained detailed
insights into modeling the feedback between the dust and water cycles, and the mechanisms by which a dust
storm can expand on a global scale and affect atmospheric circulation. Previous observations have shown
that elevated, optically thick layers of dust in the atmosphere increase the temperature of the surrounding
air by tens of degrees up to 60 km (see, e.g., Gurwell et al., 2005). This behavior was characterized over many
Martian years (MYs), during dust storms, and in comparison with TES millimeter‐wave studies (Clancy
et al., 2000), including an otherwise unobserved perihelion dust storm in 1994 (MY21). This feature of the
Martian atmosphere challenged the Viking characterization of a 15‐K unusually warm aphelion atmosphere
(that incorrectly precluded the existence of the Aphelion Cloud Belt (Clancy et al., 1996)). Therefore, only
recent modeling and observations have demonstrated the effect this has on water vapor circulation, causing
it to lift in the atmosphere up to 70 km (Heavens et al., 2018; Vandaele et al., 2019) on a sol time scale.

Current circulation models and databases (e.g., Mars Climate Database (MCD); Millour et al., 2015) can
simulate a range of cloud formation processes and predict seasonal cloud morphologies and formation alti-
tudes with general agreement with observations. However, there are some open questions still unsolved: in
particular, the gradient in the particle size of water ice crystals between the troposphere and mesosphere
(e.g., Guzewich et al., 2014) is still challenging to explain, since small particles (~0.1 μm) are unstable against
coagulation (Fedorova et al., 2014). While estimating the importance of coagulation and sedimentation
requires a precise knowledge of the number density of coagulating particles (Michelangeli et al., 1993), their
frequent observation implies a stable source of particles. Some have posited that dust could be lifted from
the surface (Spiga et al., 2013), yet the efficiency of this mechanism in triggering water ice nucleation in
the mesosphere at perihelion needs to be assessed. An additional hypothesis has been suggested due to
the recent discovery of ablated meteoric dust (Crismani et al., 2017), which forms meteoric smoke particles
that may act as efficient nucleation sites (Hartwick et al., 2019; Plane et al., 2018).

Data acquired during the MY34 perihelion season can offer important constraints about these novel hypoth-
eses, at least during the perihelion season. Although this work does not directly assess the role of coagulation
and sedimentation, it provides a large casuistry of water ice cloud observation and their properties from
which further modeling work can assess the verity of their assumed microphysical models. In general,
comprehensive data analyses that investigate the interactions of water ice and dust from the troposphere
to the mesosphere on a global scale are still rare.

Here we show a novel characterization of water ice and dust vertical distribution and properties, obtained
using the data acquired by the Nadir and Occultation for MArs Discovery (NOMAD) instrument of the
ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) spacecraft (Neefs et al., 2015; Vandaele et al., 2015, 2018). These results
include the entire perihelion season, between April 2018 (LS = 162.5, MY34) and April 2019 (LS = 15.0,
MY35) and altitudes up to 110 km. Such vertical coverage goes beyond the value of 80 km previously reached
by SPICAM (Fedorova et al., 2018). Besides trace gases, NOMAD data are suitable to retrieve aerosol proper-
ties. NOMAD was designed to observe primarily in Nadir and Solar Occultation geometry. The latter probes
the atmosphere vertically from the surface to high altitudes with high signal‐to‐noise ratios (SNR). Similarly
to SPICAM solar occultations, this permits retrievals of vertical profiles of atmospheric aerosols closer to the
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surface of the planet (5–10 km) than generally obtained by limb radiance observations (e.g., CRISM and
MCS), which typically support vertical retrievals down to ~15–30‐km altitudes subject to atmospheric aero-
sol loading. Similar to CRISM and MCS, the spectral interval observed by NOMAD (2.2 to 4.3 μm) contains
clear signatures of water ice extinction, while dust absorption/scattering is mostly a continuum. Still, this
allows NOMAD to distinguish the two aerosols in the large majority of the cases. Moreover, since measure-
ments are acquired at bothMars' terminators (dawn and dusk) on a daily basis (up to 12 occultations per sol),
NOMAD retrievals provide information about the seasonal behavior of aerosols in the atmosphere with alti-
tude, latitude, and local time (dawn and dusk). Although TGO solar occultations do not obtain contiguous
latitudinal coverage daily, they nevertheless provide information about the global properties of aerosols at
the terminator. Particular attention has been dedicated to evaluate the impact of the 2018 global dust storm
(GDS) on water ice clouds formation and dissipation.

The manuscript is structured as follows: in section 2 we provide details about the NOMAD instrument and
observations, and how they have been used to retrieve aerosol concentration and properties. In sections 3
and 4 we describe the results, and discuss the temporal and spatial variability of aerosols. Conclusions are
drawn at in section 5.

2. The NOMAD Instrument and Data Structure
2.1. The NOMAD Instrument

The NOMAD (Vandaele et al., 2015, 2018) instrument is onboard the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter 2016, an
ESA/NASA mission to Mars. The spacecraft comprises also another multichannel spectrometer, the
Atmospheric Chemistry Suite (ACS; Korablev et al., 2017). The main objective of NOMAD and ACS is to
investigateMars' atmosphere at unprecedented spectral resolution in the UV, Visible, and IR. NOMAD oper-
ates between 0.2–0.65 and 2.2–4.3 μm, and is a compact, high‐resolution instrument composed of three
channels: a solar occultation channel (SO) that operates in the IR; a second infrared channel, LNO, mostly
used for nadir measurements (but capable also of limb observations); and an ultraviolet/visible channel
(UVIS) that can work in all observation geometries.

The design of SO and LNO channels is based on the SOIR spectrometer (Nevejans et al., 2006) that was
developed for the ESA Venus Express mission. The infrared channels of NOMAD have been described in
detail by Neefs et al. (2015) and Thomas et al. (2016), and here we recall only their main features. Besides,
Liuzzi et al. (2019) discuss the full calibration that used the in‐flight data acquired prior to the science phase.
ExoMars TGO is in a near‐polar orbit, so NOMAD can ideally perform two occultations per orbit
(24 occultations per sol). However, this number reduces to 12–14 per sol due to constraints related to the
operability of all the instruments onboard TGO.

This work focuses on the data acquired by the SO channel, whose routine science operations started in April
2018 and are ongoing. The SO channel works at wavelengths between 2.2 and 4.3 μm (2,325–4,500 cm−1),
and is based on an echelle grating in a Littrow configuration combined with an Acousto‐Optic Tunable
Filter (AOTF) for spectral window selection. The AOTF is a narrow band‐pass filter, whose properties are
tuned by a suitable input Radio Frequency that selects the central frequency where the AOTF transfer
function peaks, limiting the signal that enters the spectrometer to a specific diffraction order. An order width
varies between 20 and 35 cm−1, increasing linearly with the diffraction order number. As the SO channel is
pointed toward the Sun, it observes the solar radiation successively attenuated by the Martian atmosphere at
increasing/decreasing altitudes (dawn/dusk), enabling investigation of the vertical structure of
the atmosphere.

By switching diffraction orders with the AOTF, each measurement consists of repeated cycles of (typically)
five or six key diffraction orders, whose spectral ranges include absorption by gases/organics of interest.
Therefore, at each altitude the instrument produces observations in five to six narrow spectral intervals, pro-
viding effective broadband information covering the whole spectral range of NOMAD. Constraints in data
transmission, and the need to increase the SNR, limit the number of output rows (effective or binned) to
24, as previously done by SOIR (Mahieux et al., 2008). The 24 rows of the detector typically have an
Instantaneous Field of View of 7.5 km in tangent heights. Hence, a single detector row will sample a vertical
distance of 500 m. For routine science operations, data are usually transmitted to Earth in four bins, and
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each of them will contain the signal of four co‐added rows of the detector. By correcting the Instantaneous
Field of View by the orbital velocity and the angle between the line of sight and the surface of Mars, the effec-
tive field of view (resolution) of each bin will vary between 0.6 and 1.5 km.

2.2. Data and Preprocessing

The radiation flux observed by NOMAD is the result of a complex convolution between the flux reaching the
instrument, and the spectral functions describing both the AOTF transmittance and the grating properties
(i.e., the Blaze function; Liuzzi et al., 2019). Therefore, the data need to undergo preprocessing before being
used for retrieval purposes. When observing in Solar Occultation geometry, the initial step is the derivation
of the transmittance for each observed order and each altitude from surface to the top of atmosphere (TOA).
Spectra acquired by NOMAD at altitudes at which atmospheric extinction is negligible, above the TOA, pro-
vide unity transmission spectra at wavelength λ, F(λ). Each atmospheric transmission spectrum, I(λ), is
divided by an average of a subset of these “reference” spectra, F(λ). Once both I(λ) and F(λ) signal intensities
are expressed in observed photons (derived from the data in ADUs knowing the detector quantum effi-
ciency), the calculation of transmittance T(λ) and related uncertainty σT is straightforward:

T λð Þ ¼ I λð Þ
F λð Þ (1)

σT λð Þ¼T λð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σI λð Þ
I λð Þ

� �2

þ σF λð Þ
F λð Þ

� �2
s

(2)

Since in SO geometry the signal coming from the source is much larger than any thermal instrument back-
ground signal, it is reasonable to assume that the shot noise is dominant over other noise sources.Within this
hypothesis, the noise behaves according to a Poisson distribution, and the uncertainties σI and σF are simply
the square root of the signal:

σI λð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I λð Þ

p
;σF λð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi

N
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑j¼1;…;NFj λð Þ

q
(3)

with N the number of reference spectra.

The choice of the subset of reference spectra {Fj(λ)}j = 1,…,N is critical to maximize the quality of the derived
transmittances. In fact, the instrument is affected by temperature variations even along an occultation that
cause two different effects. The first results in micromisalignments between the wave number scales of refer-
ence spectra and the observed spectrum (Liuzzi et al., 2019). This produces dispersion features in the derived
transmittance, in correspondence of solar lines, which can be comparable or larger than atmospheric
absorption features, especially at high altitudes, and can potentially significantly degrade the SNR corre-
sponding to the uncertainties in equation (3). The second effect is the shift of the spectral response function
caused by the shift of the AOTF function center, which is related to thermally induced microdeformations of
the AOTF crystal itself. This typically results in artifacts in the transmittance continuum, producing fluctua-
tions around its average value as large as 1%. The impact of such systematics on retrievals will be shown in
section 3.2.

To mitigate these issues, the altitude at which the set of reference spectra is located is always chosen as clo-
sest as possible to the TOA, and the number of reference spectra to average in equation (3) is limited to make
them fall in an altitude range no larger than 20 km. This is done in the realistic assumption (verified on the
data) that the instrument temperature varies slowly compared to the acquisition time of the six orders typi-
cally measured during an occultation (~1 s).

The definition of the TOA is not the same for each order. For the sake of normalization, the TOA depends on
the altitude at which atmospheric extinction is no longer detected, which depends strictly on the wave num-
ber at which each diffraction order is centered. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1, where we report a sum-
mary of the spectral absorptions by gases and aerosols in the Martian atmosphere in the spectral interval
covered by NOMAD. Based on these, different TOAs have been adopted in differing spectral intervals
(top panel of Figure 1). Because of the strong CO2 absorption, the spectra acquired at diffraction orders
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155 to 167 are not used for aerosol retrievals. If six diffraction orders are
measured in an occultation, one of them is always in the interval
155–167; therefore, all aerosol retrievals use five orders.

The spectra used in this study correspond to data Level 0.3, version 1.0 of
the data provided by the NOMAD PI institute (nomad.aeronomie.be).

2.3. Retrieval Methodology

In this work, NOMAD data are used to retrieve water ice and dust abun-
dance, simultaneously with their particle radii. As previously noted,
NOMAD measures five or six diffraction orders during a typical occulta-
tion. Besides those heavily affected by CO2 saturation (see Figure 1), all
of the spectra acquired in other diffraction orders show well‐separated
absorption lines, and a continuum transmittance that provides informa-
tion about aerosol extinction. While the radiation is mostly extinct by
the aerosols through scattering, the contribution of multiple scattering
processes is negligible, because the observed flux is highly directional
(the used detector rows are fully illuminated by the Sun disk). This
assumption has been verified prior to retrievals, performing sample
retrievals on selected NOMAD data.

Aerosol concentrations and radii are retrieved for a set {hi}i = 1,…,H ofH discrete points in altitude, which vary
occultation by occultation. For each hi, five (one per order) are available. Any occultation with less than five
orders that are suitable for aerosol retrieval (outside the interval 155–167) are not considered, such that there
is sufficient information content available for the retrieval process. Depending on the orders themselves, and
the wavelength at which they are centered, the overall information content in terms of aerosol properties
can vary.

For each spectrum Tilf g
i¼1;…;H

l¼1;…;M

, withM = 320 spectral points, we derive the average “continuum” transmit-

tance (free of gas absorption) by fitting a fifth‐degree polynomial to the spectral continuum, and taking its
average value. While equation (3) holds in the hypothesis of pure shot noise, it is necessary to associate to
each continuum average an uncertainty reflecting the systematics caused by fluctuations of the instrument
temperature. Therefore, to maximize the signal‐to‐noise ratio, we fit only the continuum of the central
M0 = 220 points (excluding the first and last 50 points), since the signal on the edges is significantly sup-
pressed by the grating's blaze function, and the corresponding uncertainty is calculated as the standard
deviation of the M0 continuum points considered.

Once the average transmittance is calculated for each order and altitude, the input data for the retrieval
process are constituted by a matrix Yikf g

i¼1;…;H

k¼1;…;5

, with k index indicating diffraction orders. An example of

NOMAD data is presented in Figure 2, where the process of deriving the matrix of data Y is also shown.
The data are presented in the form of a continuous contour plot, which is useful to demonstrate the variation
of the continuum properties with altitude. At each altitude sampled by NOMAD there will be a five‐point
spectrum and some examples are shown in the bottom panels. It can be seen that the data demonstrate
signatures of water ice concentration and particle size, and their variation with altitude. Dust scattering is
instead visible throughout the entire spectral interval of NOMAD.

Figure 3 emphasizes the information content of NOMAD data for aerosols, illustrating a series of sample cal-
culations of transmittances (h = 40 km), obtained by individually varying the four parameters we retrieve.
NOMAD data in the form of matrix Y show distinct trends when water ice and dust concentration increase;
for water ice size, the data can discriminate between submicron and larger particles, with enhanced sensi-
tivity to variations in the submicron domain. For dust, we expect the information about particle size to be
partially entangled with concentration, as expected from previous studies in comparable spectral intervals
(e.g., Smith et al., 2013).

Figure 1. Representation of an average Martian atmospheric transmittance
(aerosol free) in solar occultation at h = 20 km. Absorption by CO2, H2O,
and CO is highlighted. The top panel reports the position of NOMAD
SO diffraction orders and the respective TOA height. TOA is related to order
opacity. The gray zone corresponds to the spectral interval (and the
orders) not used for aerosol retrieval, because of strong CO2 absorption.
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We have precisely quantified values, uncertainties, and the independence between the retrieved parameters
through a customized retrieval procedure optimized for this data. Each broadband spectrum Yikf g

i¼i0

k¼1;…;5

is

analyzed through a forward radiative transfer model and a retrieval procedure.

Radiative transfer and retrievals are performed using the Planetary Spectrum Generator (PSG; Villanueva
et al., 2018). PSG is an online tool capable of synthesizing planetary spectra (atmospheres and surfaces)
in a broad range of wavelengths (0.1 μm to 100 mm) from any observatory (e.g., ALMA, JWST), orbiter
(e.g., ExoMars TGO, Cassini), or lander (e.g., MSL, InSight). This is accomplished by combining several
state‐of‐art radiative transfer models, spectroscopic databases, and planetary circulation and
climatological models.

In this work, we calculate the opacity due only to the aerosol component since the data are representative of
the spectra continuum and the gas absorption is unresolved; hence, we do not use the full radiative transfer
capabilities of PSG. For this case study, calculations are made using a pseudo‐spherical approximation

Figure 2. Derivation of transmittance during an occultation. Actual NOMAD data are presented. (a) Data from five
diffraction orders taken at each altitude (black spectra, at h= 30 km). The red line is the polynomial fit to the continuum in
the central 220 pixels. (b) Relative depth, layer by layer, of the average polynomial continuum, interpolated in altitude
and wave numbers. The vertical lines represent the position of the five orders on the left. The retrieved abundances and
particle sizes of water ice (black) and dust (red) are on the right. Transmittance drops below 1% at 10 km. (c–h)
Representation of the broadband transmittances (Y) at different altitudes. No significant information is found at low
altitudes (c). Red lines are the best fits (in (h) superimposed to data). Data are from 23 October 2018, latitude −20 to
−25, longitude 75 to 80°E (north of Hellas Basin).
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(e.g., Smith et al., 2013) implemented by PSG; this is essential to correctly account for the integrated column
along the line of sight. In general, the model is also able to perform multiple scattering from atmospheric
aerosols, using the discrete ordinate method (Stamnes et al., 2017).

PSG includes optical constants for more than 100 species of aerosols. For dust, we rely on the refractive
indices derived with CRISM data (Wolff et al., 2009), to compute the extinction for concentration and parti-
cle sizes, which here are intended as particle radius. Water ice opacity is computed based on the spectral
properties provided in Warren and Brandt (2008). Both for water ice and dust, we assume a log‐normal size
distribution with a variance equal to 0.18.

The spectral resolution of a single broadband spectrum is equal to the Free Spectral Range of NOMAD by
construction, namely, the interval between the center wave number of two consecutive orders, which is a
constant of the instrument and is equal to 22.55 cm−1 (Liuzzi et al., 2019; Neefs et al., 2015). Therefore,
for the sake of retrievals, spectra are computed with a resolution equal to the Free Spectral Range, between
2,000 and 5,000 cm−1, and internally interpolated to the five spectral points of each broadband spectrum.

Asmentioned, retrievals quantify the properties of aerosols, while the thermal structure of the atmosphere is
assumed. For each spectrum, PSG calculates an a priori atmospheric status by collocating the climatology
provided by the GEM model (Neary et al., 2019), which is tuned on the MY34 GDS scenario, consistently
with the observations. This is crucial because aerosol concentration is retrieved in terms of mass mixing
ratio, which is highly sensitive to the actual density of the observed atmosphere, for which an accurate refer-
ence is therefore necessary. This aspect will be further discussed upon presenting retrieval results
(section 3.2).

Retrievals are based on Optimal Estimation (OE; Rodgers, 2000), where the optimal solution is sought
through a Gauss‐Newton iterative approach, and each spectrum is analyzed individually. Given the observed
spectrumR, and F the function representing the radiative transfer model, we first define the Jacobianmatrix

K ¼ ∂F vð Þ
∂v

���
v¼v0

, where v is the parameter vector and v0 is the parameters' initial guess. If we also define

x = v − v0 and y = R − F(v0) − Kxa, with xa the background parameter vector, the formal retrieval equation
follows this scheme:

x γS− 1
a þ KTS

− 1
y K

� �
¼ y KTS

− 1
y

� �
(4)

where Sa is the parameters' background covariancematrix and Sy is the noise covariancematrix of the data. γ
is an additional regularization parameter (Carissimo et al., 2005; Liuzzi et al., 2016), which acts as a trade‐off

Figure 3. Simulation of the effect on the observed transmittance due to variations in (a) water ice particle size, (b) dust particle size, (c) water ice abundance,
and (d) dust abundance. Spectra correspond to the slant path transmittance at a tangent altitude of 40 km, with a nominal dust/ice concentration of 5 ppm (left) and
a size of 1 μm (right), constant with altitude.
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between the background values given to the parameters to be retrieved and the observations. Large values of
γ > 1 will constrain the retrieval scheme more to the a priori parameter values. As γ approaches 0, the
solution scheme tends to a constrained least squares. For γ = 1, the Rodgers' classical scheme is run.

OE provides a natural quantification of the uncertainty affecting the retrieved parameters, which we denote
here with ev, by computing the a posteriori covariance matrix:

Sev¼A− 1 γ2S− 1
a þKTS

− 1
y K

� �
A− 1; with A¼ γS− 1

a þKTS
− 1
y K

� �
(5)

and the Averaging Kernel (AK) of the derived parameters, which is defined as the sensitivity of the retrieved
parameters with respect to their “real” value:

AK ¼ ∂ev
∂v

¼ γS− 1
a þ KTS

− 1
y K

� �− 1
KTS

− 1
y K (6)

The diagonal of theAKmatrix contains values between 0 and 1, which indicate the sensitivity of the retrieval
to each parameter. Low values could indicate either poor intrinsic sensitivity of the data themselves to the
retrieval parameters, or too stringent constraints imposed to the variability of the retrieved parameters.
The nondiagonal elements indicate the degree of correlation between parameters; ideally, these values are
close to 0, or negligible with respect to the diagonal elements.

The preference of OE versus, for example, a simpler regularized least squares approach lies in the fact that
OE permits to specify definite constraints of the parameter space and weigh those against the data space.
However, the adaptation of OE to this work is not trivial: the problem of retrieving four parameters from five
data points is ill posed. To maximize confidence from retrieval, we have elaborated a procedure that
dynamically adapts to the data properties. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4, and can be summarized
as follows:

Figure 4. Diagram explaining the aerosol retrieval algorithm. The diagram shows inputs and output of the retrieval applied to the ith spectrum of an occultation.
Orange boxes indicate actions taken by the retrieval algorithm, blue = verification of conditions, gray = input and output data.
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1. By default, the parameter γ is set to 5 to make convergence to the solution driven by parameters, and is
increased anytime the data exhibit low information content or poor SNR. This choice serves to limit the
influence of any bias affecting the data, and increases the convergence rate.

2. To constrain the variables in a dynamic way, particle sizes are not retrieved when aerosol content is
found to be too low, while covariances are tuned anytime the uncertainty (equation (5)) is beyond a
certain threshold.

3. Based on the known properties of vertical distribution of aerosols on Mars, we choose first guess values
for particle sizes, concentration, and variance variable with altitude. Values ranges are indicated in
Table 1.

4. Finally, independent of the occultation geometry (ingress or egress), the a priori values of the four para-
meters for one spectrum are set to be equal to the retrieved values of the previous one, when converging
for all four variables. Regardless, the vertical profile is the result of a sequence of single‐spectrum
retrievals.

Such progressive tuning is found to guarantee that ~85% of the analyzed data achieve convergence within
the maximum number of iterations established in our scheme.

Note. Water ice particle radius' first guess depends both on altitude and on the shape of the spectrum, which
provides a rough estimation of particle size based on the characteristics of the absorption at ~3 μm. The unit
ppm are given as mass units ([kg/kg] × 10−6), and are based on the derived aerosol particle size, the implied
extinction cross section for that particle size, and the measured extinction for each individual profile
with altitude.

3. Data Set and Results

The analyzed NOMAD data set consists of all solar occultations acquired by the instrument in the period
between the beginning of science operations (21 April 2018) and April 2019 (LS ~162 of MY34 to LS ~15 of
MY35), for a total of 1,781 (~172,000 data points) occultations (Supplementary material, Table S1). This data
set supports retrievals for the vertical distribution of aerosols from the lower atmosphere up to 110 km over a
sparse set of geographic locations sampling the whole globe, expanding—especially in the upper atmosphere
—the coverage of comprehensive studies made so far (e.g., Clancy et al., 2019). The number of occultations
performed by TGO is sufficient to track the overall temporal variability of aerosol distributions on Mars on a
seasonal time scale. There are several cases of consecutive occultations at the same latitude in a restricted
amount of time, which may enable the capability of tracking the temporal evolution of clouds (formation
or dissipation) on time scales of days for a given local time.

To ensure the best compromise between spatial coverage and data quality, we have performed retrieval on
all the data available, and filtered the results based on the following considerations:

The optimal case for ice characterization occurs when five points of the broadband spectrum are uniformly
distributed between 2,700 and 4,400 cm−1, and when two of them fall in the range 3,000–3,400 cm−1, which
is key to accurately characterizing water ice particle size when it is lower than 1.5 μm. Therefore, we have
considered only those results, which still comprise 83% of the total data set.

Aerosols can completely extinguish the solar radiation below 5 to 30 km, depending on the dust activity. In
light of the discussion on the thermal‐induced instrument systematics (section 2.2), transmittances can be
heavily biased at low signal. Based on the quantification of AOTF‐induced continuum variations, we have

Table 1
Summary of Default First Guesses and Variances of the Parameters as Applied in the Retrieval Scheme

Parameter Variance Initial guess value Retrieval boundaries

Dust concentration Qdust 5.0 ppm 1.0 ppm 0.0–100.0 ppm
Water ice concentration Qice 10.0 ppm 1.0 ppm 0.0–100.0 ppm
Dust particle radius rdust 0.5 μm h < 20 km: 2.0 μm 0.1–7.0 μm

h > 20 km: 1.0 μm
Water ice particle radius rice 0.5 μm h < 20 km: 2.0 to 4.0 μm 0.1–10.0 μm

h > 20 km: 0.5 to 3.0 μm
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discarded all the spectra with a transmittance lower than 1%. Conversely, in the upper atmosphere, aerosol
extinction becomes significant when the observed transmittance is lower than 99%.

3.1. Temporal Trends

Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of retrieved dust and water ice concentration vertical profiles (left),
and the observed extinction (right). The two hemispheres are separated, and the orbit of TGO allows
occultations only in specific locations, with slowly varying latitude as the relative inclination of the TGO
orbit with respect to the surface change. Tomake the figures easier to interpret, we have reported the latitude
of the occultations in the top panels, with colors indicating the aerosol concentration averaged in two
specific altitude ranges. Importantly, each data point in each panel combines the information from the
retrievals by performing a weighted average of the nearby (in time and altitude) values, in order to present
the data accurately. The two ranges correspond, conventionally, to the troposphere (10–40 km) and the
mesosphere (40–80 km). The altitude of 40 km is typically where the Martian hygropause is located at
perihelion, although its altitude varies, following the dynamics of expansion and contraction of the
Martian atmosphere (Slipski et al., 2018). We explicitly choose not to show such averages in the planetary
boundary layer (up to 10 km) because of the lack of reliable data.

The first active process observed in the temporal sequences is the initiation of the June 2018 GDS (top panel).
Figure 5 indicates that the storm spreads to all latitudes on a time scale of days, and dust abundances peaked
around 25 June (LS 200) at the equator and Northern Hemisphere (NH). Our observations are generally con-
sistent with the local characterization of the dust storm provided by Curiosity (Guzewich et al., 2019), which

Figure 5. (top) Retrieved dust and (bottom) water ice concentration (in parts per million of air mass) (left plots) vertical profiles and (right plots) extinction and
their evolution with time. All panels show a weighted average of the retrieved values from the surface up to 110 km, divided by hemispheres. Gray areas
correspond to no data or excessive opacity (poor SNR). The two top panels report, for both dust and ice, and with the same color scale, their averages in latitude in
two altitude ranges, to highlight the actual latitude where occultations occur. The two insets on the top right represent the grand average (over time, on the
two altitude ranges) of concentrations during the 2018 GDS (10 June to 15 August; black line) and out of the 2018 GDS temporal range (gray fill). White indicates
aerosol below the detection limit.
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presents a sudden increase of dust optical depth at LS 195. Based on the NOMAD retrievals, the lifted dust
reaches a maximum altitude of 75 km in the equatorial region at LS 201, and a peak mass mixing ratio of
70 ± 10 ppm (7 × 10−5 kg/kg) at 45 km in the NH. High mixing ratio of dust is observed in the atmosphere
after the initial outbreak of the GDS until the beginning of September (LS 250), with top of the dust layer
slowly decreasing in altitude over time from 70 km (LS 203) to 40 km (perihelion) in the SH. The temporal
sequence also shows the second dust event in January 2019 (LS 320 to 330, observed every MY; e.g., Kass
et al., 2016; Smith, 2009). The maximum altitude reached by dust in this case is 60 km in the SH, the peak
mass mixing ratio of dust is 25 ppm at 40 km, and the dust abundance decreases more rapidly than during
the GDS. Consistently with models, dust activity reduces greatly at the equinox (LS~0).

Dust abundances show a marked north–south asymmetry. A larger abundance of dust in the NH versus SH
has been noted in previous works (Montabone et al., 2015; Smith, 2004) in the same perihelion season
(LS 200–360), and by Clancy (2003) in contrast to the aphelion season (LS 20–140). We note that this asym-
metry is suppressed during the GDS, during which in the two hemispheres, on average, the same dust mix-
ing ratio is retrieved below 40 km, with slightly larger abundances is the SH; no or little dust is observed,
instead, in the lower atmosphere northern than 50°N.What emerges newly here is that asymmetry is present
at high altitudes too (up to 60 km; black line in the top inset of Figure 5 for dust) where the retrieved dust in
the NH is, in average, much larger than in the SH.

The evolution of dust vertical distribution is reflected in the behavior of water ice and clouds (bottom section
of Figure 5). While the perihelion season (LS 180–300) is characterized by the constant presence of
high‐altitude water ice clouds at the terminator, these results show that the altitude at which they form is
observed to abruptly change at the outbreak of the GDS. This is consistent with recent studies that predict
(based on measured temperatures; Heavens et al., 2018) or directly observe (Fedorova et al., 2018;
Vandaele et al., 2019) sudden changes in the water vapor vertical distribution in response to heating pro-
duced by the dust lifted in the atmosphere.

This study demonstrates that the water ice cloud vertical distributions also respond promptly to the heating
of the lower atmosphere due to the GDS, which leads to the displacement of water vapor saturation condi-
tions to high altitudes. In a MY with a non‐GDS perihelion season, water vapor saturation and ice cloud for-
mation occurs over 30–50‐km altitudes, such that water vapor abundance decreases rapidly into the
mesosphere. During a GDS (as in MY34), elevated dust leads to increased temperatures to well above
40 km, and so pushes the hygropause trapping of water vapor to higher altitudes where water vapor remains
unsaturated due to increased saturation pressure (Neary et al., 2019). Water vapor is then transported into
themesosphere, where colder temperatures lead to widespread, optically thickmesospheric water ice clouds.
NOMAD water ice profiles demonstrate the process in detail: in the initial phase of the GDS (LS 195–225),
water ice clouds are not observed to be present below 40‐km altitudes, other than in thin hazes. Such strong
vertical transport is also summarized by the two top right insets of Figure 5 (left), where the comparison
between water ice concentration during the storm (black line) and right after that (gray patch) is shown.

Over the range of observed latitudes the average water ice condensation altitude is found to slowly decline as
the dust storm dissipates, from a maximum of ~90 km (LS~200) to ~50 km (LS~255), following the lowering
of the top of the dust layer (Figure 5, top). By LS 290 the altitude at which clouds form returns to prestorm
values (45 km). This observation confirms what emerges from previous model simulations (e.g., Kahre et al.,
2008) and earlier observations that the atmosphere takes several tens of sols to relax to a prestorm thermal
condition. In this case, NOMAD observations suggest that such process takes an interval of ~80° LS (i.e., 150
sols). Similar dust and ice behaviors are also present in the 2019, LS~320 storm, where the water condensa-
tion altitude raises by 20 km compared to prestorm values. In this case, however, dust opacity declines more
rapidly, as does the cloud formation altitude.

As discussed in section 2.2, measurement and retrieval uncertainties limit information about the aerosol
type (dust versus ice) in the lower atmosphere during the GDS. While it is fair to assume that the retrieved
opacity is primarily due to dust, it is still not possible to rule out the presence of small amounts of water ice
between 10 and 30 km during the most intense phase of the dust storm. Hints of low‐altitude cloud forma-
tion are visible in the NH panel around LS 225 and perihelion; they may form by cooling of the lower atmo-
sphere by decrease of solar flux at the surface in the VIS and IR, and by saturation of water vapor. Both
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aspects are documented by Curiosity observations (Guzewich et al., 2019), which detected a 40‐K air
temperature drop at the beginning of the storm at surface level. Nevertheless, NOMAD data do not imply
any clear detection of water ice between LS 215 and 240 at any altitude below 30 km. In the northern
midlatitude region (winter), clouds start to re‐appear at LS 270 between 10 and 30 km, and at LS 245 in
the near‐equatorial region of the SH.

The vertical and seasonal evolution of aerosol particle sizes derived from NOMAD solar occultations, in par-
ticular during the GDS and its dissipation, provide further insights into aerosol microphysics associated with
Mars GDSs. Figure 6 shows retrieved particle size for water ice (top) and dust (bottom). It is important to

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for (top) water ice particle radius and (bottom) dust particle radius. Only significant top right plots are reported, since during the
GDS no or very few low altitude clouds are found.
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stress that both plots include only those retrievals corresponding to cases where ice and dust are consistently
separated, and where water ice and/or dust abundance is high enough (i.e., produces extinction above the
level of the systematics of the instrument) that the particle size is meaningful.

Water ice particle sizes display a known gradient in vertical distribution within the 30–50‐km atmospheric
region (Guzewich et al., 2014, 2019) and into the mesosphere (Clancy et al., 2019). NOMAD retrievals indi-
cate that mesospheric clouds are characterized by small particle sizes, mostly between 0.1 and 0.5 μm in the
core of the clouds, with sizes decreasing as altitude increases (as spatially and seasonally mapped in Clancy
et al. (2019)). An important feature found in water ice size retrievals here is a pronounced asymmetry
between NH and SH below 50 km, after the most intense phase of the GDS (LS 240 to 300). During this time,
the likely decreasing temperatures in the middle atmosphere enable greater water ice abundances and
nucleation around the residual suspended dust (more abundant in the SH than the NH), forming bigger
water ice particles, with sizes up to ~1.5 μm at the base of mesospheric clouds.

Water ice particle radii in the lower atmosphere are poorly characterized due to particle radius correlations
resulting fromNOMAD dust and ice retrievals. Derived particle sizes above 30 km, which are less influenced
by dust contamination, exhibit sizes between 1.0 and 2.0 μm (roughly consistent with Guzewich & Smith
(2019)). After LS 260, water ice particle sizes in the lower atmosphere show a strong dependence on latitude,
with sizes above 2.0 μm in the SH (warmer and more dusty), and smaller than 1.0 μm at latitudes northward
of 40°N. After the GDS, particles larger than 1.5 μm are confined only between latitudes of 50°S and 50°N.

In the perihelion period, the retrieved latitude distribution of water ice particle size agrees with previous stu-
dies (Guzewich & Smith, 2019), where the NOMAD retrievals extend the ice particle size climatology in cov-
erage and altitude. Single, collocated observations with ACS (Luginin et al., 2019; Vandaele et al., 2019) show
also a high level of consistency with these retrievals. In particular, water ice retrievals are highly consistent
both in pre‐GDS observations in the NH (with a steep gradient in the water ice particle size, from 3.5 to
<0.5 μm), and during the GDS in the SH. The agreement between retrieved dust particle sizes is insteadmore
challenging to evaluate, since the two instruments cover different wavelengths; hence, their sensitivity to
dust particle size is not the same.

An interesting feature seen in the temporal series of water ice particle size is located right after the onset of
the GDS, with large water ice particles (~3 μm) between the equatorial region andmiddle northern latitudes,
at altitudes between 25 and 60 km, at LS~230 (see for comparison bottom left of Figure 5). In the same time
frame, we retrieve large dust abundances (top left of Figure 5) with particle sizes larger than usual (>2.0 μm;
Figure 6) between 25 and 50 km at the same latitudes. This resembles, in location and altitude, what happens
during local highly convective dust storms (Spiga et al., 2013), in which efficient transport of dust at altitudes
of 30 to 50 km occurs. Despite the lack of specific information about atmospheric temperature, it can be seen
that this suspended layer of dust persists for several Martian days before declining, another typical behavior
of rocket dust storms. This finding challenges the work in Spiga et al. (2013) that indicate that rocket dust
storms are less likely to occur in the dusty, warm perihelion season as static stability maximizes with ele-
vated dust globally, but agrees with more recent findings during MY34 GDS (Heavens et al., 2019). Other
results (Clancy et al., 2003) obtained with TES observations show such variable increases in dust particle
sizes during the MY25 GDS, likely in association with intense regional dust lifting. The rest of the values
we retrieve for dust particle size is found to be in good agreement with the literature (1.5 μm; e.g., Clancy
et al., 2003; Guzewich et al., 2014; Smith, 2004; Clancy et al., 2003); however, apart from the cases in which
large dust abundances are observed, NOMAD retrievals of dust particle size are generally less accurate than
the water ice ones.

3.2. Uncertainties and Biases

The factors that can limit the reliability of the retrievals are mostly related to signal intensity, the degree of
correlation between the retrieved variables, and the assumptions about the vertical structure of the atmo-
sphere and the physical properties of the aerosols. The effects of low signal intensity are mitigated by the
strategies explained above, including not performing any retrieval on spectra whose transmittance is below
1%, which is the order of magnitude of the temperature‐induced variations in the single‐order spectral con-
tinuum. Such variations are typically monotonic with time, and because the orders are simultaneously mea-
sured, they impact all orders in the same way. The retrieved values are not dramatically biased when the flux
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measured by the instrument is above 1%. However, below that threshold, the spectral features are
significantly distorted, and dust and water ice extinctions cannot be separated effectively. The values
retrieved in the middle and upper atmosphere are highly reliable, since the spectral contrast is much
larger than any temperature‐induced artifact.

We derive stochastic uncertainties (equation (5)) on each retrieved parameter, and they are shown in
Figure 7, with NH and SH merged. It is apparent that water ice is better characterized than dust.
Mesospheric and polar ice abundance is derived with accuracy between 10% and 25% that degrades to
40%–50% for the majority of the values below 30 km. This is reflected in the accuracy of water ice particle
size (Figure 7c), which is around 0.05 μm for mesospheric ice, around 0.2 μm for the polar regions, and
0.7 μm below 30 km. This suggests that, for mesospheric ice clouds, the retrievals are able to consistently
discriminate particle sizes whenever the differences are 0.1 μm or bigger (0.1 from 0.2 μm, 0.2 from
0.3 μm, etc.).

Figure 7. (a–d) Uncertainties and (e–h) AKs associated to each of the retrieved parameters. Uncertainties for water ice
abundance (a) and dust abundance (b) are reported as relative accuracy, those for water ice particle size (c) and dust
particle size (d) in microns.
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Figures 7b and 7d highlight the issues in retrieving dust parameters: dust abundance accuracy is between
10% and 20% during the dust storms, but degrades rapidly above 40 km, indicating confidence in extracting
the dust abundance in the lower atmosphere, separate from water ice. Similarly, dust particle size can be
retrieved only in cases in which dust optical depth is high.

Caution should be exercised in interpreting the uncertainties presented here. Differently from extinction
(which is essentially unbiased), they can be heavily affected by the assumptionmade about the a priori atmo-
spheric state and the mass density of aerosol particles. Gases abundances and temperatures are assumed
from the GEMmodel (Neary et al., 2019) that reproduces the MY34 GDS scenario. Indeed, during large dust
storms, the heating of atmosphere produced by lifted dust alters the scale height significantly, and with that
the CO2 column densities. An uncertainty in the GEM temperature and/or pressure will be equally reflected
in the uncertainty of the retrieved aerosol mass mixing ratio. In particular, larger uncertainties are likely to
occur in the lower and middle atmosphere, where the air density can vary by a factor of ~2 compared with
model predictions during the GDS, degrading by the same factor the aerosol mass mixing ratio uncertainty.
Nevertheless, this does not change the general behavior of the retrievals (clouds and dust layers altitude,
temporal trends, etc.). The second factor is related to the assumed density of the particles, which are
920 kg/m3 for ice and 2,500 kg/m3 for dust, and the retrieved mass mixing ratios are referred to these values.
However, in many cases (see section 3.3) water ice particles are formed around dust cores, changing their
effective density: for an ice particle with a core of dust whose radius is 50% the total radius, the systematic
effect on the ice mass will be equal to 20%. Combined with the uncertainty on air density, this can degrade
the actual uncertainty by a factor of 2 to 3 compared to those presented in Figures 7a and 7b.

Independence between the uncertainties of water ice and dust is a good indicator that, with the constraints
imposed on data selection, we are able to separate dust and water ice on the remaining data. This is reflected
in the AKs of equation (6) produced with each individual retrieval (Figures 7e–7h). Water ice abundance is
always retrieved consistently and independently of the other parameters; hence, the diagonal element of the
AK corresponding to water ice concentration is always close to 1 (Figure 7e), and the corresponding nondia-
gonal elements are always close to 0. Water ice particle sizes are also robustly retrieved for small particles
(AK~1), while in general AK < 0.9 for size >1.5 μm. The off‐diagonal elements between size and abundance
can be larger than a few percent, indicating that a nonnegligible portion of the information about particle
size comes, actually, from the concentration. This effect becomes more severe as the water ice
extinction decreases.

The analysis of AKs confirms the issues in obtaining independent information about dust abundance and
size (Figures 7f and 7h): while the abundance diagonal term of the AK is often close to 1 (and decreases with
the abundance), the particle size term is >0.75 only for large concentrations. Moreover, the absolute values
of off‐diagonal terms are often >0.1 for both quantities, indicating a high degree of contamination between
the two. This is expected, based on the considerations reported in section 2.3.

3.3. Diurnal Results and Latitude Distribution

The major strength of this data set is associated with the unique profiling sensitivity associated with the very
high opacities typical of a GDS, thanks to the simultaneous retrieval of concentration and particle size, as
demonstrated by the results and accuracies reported so far. However, in general NOMAD alternates occulta-
tion pairs each orbit, one taken in each the SH and NH, one at dawn (local time 6 hr) and one at dusk (18 hr).
This enhances the scientific values of these retrievals, since they complement Sun‐synchronous orbiter
observations performed to date (MGS and MRO), which were acquired at 2 to 3 am/pm in both Nadir
(column values) and Limb geometries (vertical profiles). Thus, NOMAD vertical profiles can reveal new
information about the aerosol dynamics and microphysics in two local times.

The dawn and dusk results are presented in a series of plots in Figure 8 (and Supporting information, Figures
S1‐S4), where the retrievals of water ice and dust mixing ratio have been organized in bins of 30 LS, the mini-
mum temporal interval consistent with substantial latitudinal coverage. For those times where intense dust
activity is retrieved, we also reported the thermal tides simulated according to MCD v5.3 database (Millour
et al., 2015), for a dust scenario corresponding toMY25, in which a GDS similar to the one inMY34 occurred.
Thermal tides are defined according to Lee et al. (2009) as the zonal mean of the difference between tempera-
tures at 6 and 18 hr. Wherever such differences are large, we expect enhanced cloud formation at dawn/dusk
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with respect to dusk/dawn. This analysis can be used as a proxy to
evaluate if the retrieved water ice clouds are consistent with the expected
thermal behavior of the atmosphere during a GDS.

The GDS featured in Figure 8b confirms the conclusions already drawn
from the analysis of the temporal trends, showing that cloud formation
altitude raises globally. In this phase, aerosol concentration is inferred
only at altitudes above 30 km in the equatorial region, since the opacity
in the lower atmosphere causes the signal to drop below 1%. During the
most intense phase of the GDS, the vertical structure of water ice clouds
is surprisingly similar between dawn and dusk. At equatorial and middle
latitudes, water ice haze form at 30 km by nucleation around lifted dust
particles, while the clouds bulk form between 65 and 90 km. There is a
strong asymmetry in the latitudinal distribution of clouds between dawn
and dusk (Figure 8b) where no high‐altitude clouds are detected poleward
of 40°S and 50°N at dawn, while high‐altitude clouds extend up to 75°S at
dusk. This is an indirect demonstration of a strong enhancement of the
downwelling branch of the meridional circulation during the GDS, which
increases the saturation pressure at the hygropause, reinforcing the trans-
port of water vapor toward high latitudes (e.g., Neary et al., 2019), and
favoring mesospheric cloud formation in the late day. Enhanced cloud
formation at high southern latitudes at dusk, as well as some of the
high‐altitude clouds seen at 60°N at dawn, are also consistent with the
expected diurnal thermal tides.

A similar enhancement inmeridional circulation can be seen in Figure 8e,
which corresponds to the outbreak of the second storm (January 2019). In
this case, there is also significant asymmetry in the NH versus SH distribu-
tion of dust, which is notably less abundant in the NH than in the SH.
Based on the available retrievals, it does not look like water ice cloud
formation is consistent with the expected thermal tides. This offers a hint
to characterizing differences in the cloud formation process at various
latitudes, and the role of thermal tides compared to other condensation
mechanisms that account for heterogeneous nucleus sources (Hartwick
et al., 2019; Plane et al., 2018).

Immediately after the most intense phase of the storm (Figures 8c and 8d),
the enhanced meridional circulation starts to vanish, and the distribution of clouds at dawn and dusk is still
slightly asymmetric (Figure 8c) at southern latitudes, returning to symmetric at LS 270 (Figure 8d). The few
exceptions to this symmetry are consistent with diurnal thermal tides, which appear to be stronger at north-
ern high latitudes at dawn and southern high latitudes at dusk. The thermal effects due to dust are still visi-
ble, as the clouds that appear at dawn (presumably forming at nighttime) are thicker than the ones on the
dusk side (Figure 8d), where cloud formation is generally less efficient, especially at the equator above
50 km. Despite this, between the two storms NOMAD reveals the presence of a frequent dawn‐duskside ter-
minator cloud belt, which extends from 45°S to 60°N at dawn, and from 60°S to 60°N at dusk (Figure 8d).

Figures 8c and 8d reveal a strong asymmetry in the distribution of dust between dawn and dusk, particularly
in the declining phase of the GDS where ice clouds are frequently present. This asymmetry was detected in
previous studies (e.g., Guzewich et al. (2013) using TES limb data), but given the particle size and precipita-
tion time scales, it was assumed to be unlikely that deposition processes occurred on a diurnal time scale.
Instead, this asymmetry is likely due to nighttime scavenging of water ice on dust particles, rather than daily
variation of the dust vertical profiles. Indeed, retrievals in Figure 8c suggest that water ice nucleates at night-
time between 30 and 50 km, coating dust particles. During the day, solar radiation enhances dust‐induced
heating, which causes ice to sublimate between 30 and 50 km, where the dust mixing ratio is maximal
(Figure 8c, right) As a result, ice is observed mostly in form of thinner haze at dusk, and its sublimation
makes dust nuclei observable again. This is compatible with dust‐induced heating in the same

Figure 8. Latitude distribution of (left) water ice and (right) dust
abundances in time intervals of LS 30 for dawn (plotted on the left side of the
planet) and dusk (right side). The division is useful to highlight the impact of
the GDS and the January 2019 dust storm. Gray areas indicate no data or
poor SNR. The radius is the altitude above the surface (km), and goes from
0 to 100 km. For (b), (d), and (e) we plot the contours of areas where
strong (>4 K) thermal daily tides are expected, based on MCD simulations
for MY25.
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